Mass formulae for light meson multiplets derived by means of exotic commutator technique can be written for complex masses. Then the real parts of the formulae give the well known mass formulae (GM-O, Schwinger and Ideal) and the imaginary ones give appropriate sum rules for total hadronic widths. Most of the observed meson nonets satisfy Schwinger mass formula (Schwinger nonet). The width sum rules for such a nonet predict that for all particles the points (m, Γ) lie on the straight line in the complex mass plane. The sum rule is easily verifiable and expected to be well satisfied for the nonets above ∼ 1.5GeV . It also follows that masses and widths of the Schwinger nonet mesons submit to definite rules of order. These rules are very useful, especially in the cases of deficient experimental information. We give the table of established and hypothetic nonets and show mass-width diagrams for some of them. We suggest to recognize few multiplets as degenerate octets.
Introduction
Total particle width is one of its main characteristics, as much important as mass and discreet quantum numbers. It tells us something different than the mass and sometimes it may tell more. The widths of the particles with similar masses may differ by many orders. Then the widths first inform us which interaction-strong, electromagnetic or weak is responsible for their decay.
Obviously, the total hadronic widths are not so much differentiated, but still are remarkably various. Within SU(3) meson multiplet the differences are often of the same magnitude as between the masses. Thus they merit attention. However, as the mass formulae have been derived long ago, no relation is known between the total widths. Perhaps such situation is due to the conjecture that it is not worthy to pay attention to the widths pattern of the multiplet, as the widths are in a way accidental. Indeed, selection rules may suppress more or less the decay of particular particle thus destroying any given regularity. Such an effect should be especially transparent in low mass multiplets where for some particle two-body decays are forbidden and many-body decays are suppressed (e.g. ω-meson). For more massive multiplets, where many decay channels are opened, we may expect better agreement. However, the prediction may be interesting in any case.
Exotic commutator mass sum rules for nonets
The approach is based on exotic commutator technique [1] . The three exotic commutators are supposed to vanish:
We thus find another angle, the θ Sch one. Such a nonet we call the Schwinger (S) one.
If we consider all eqs. (1)- (4), we get the ideal nonet mass formulae: 
3 Sum rules for complex masses
Mass operator
Eqs. (1)- (4) may be considered for complex mass squared. We take the mass operator in the formM 2 =m 2 − imΓ (10) wherem andΓ are hermitean and commute. This operator can be diagonalized and has orthogonal eigenfunctions. That follows from observation that operators
are hermitean and commute. We use notations
for complex masses of the physical particles, where
and
For subsidiary states with complex masses
we use similar notation:
The parameters α, κ, y 1 , y 2 are positive. It will be seen later that also y 8 is positive. The question about positivity of β is, in general, not so simple. We find, however, that it should be positive for all known Schwinger nonets. We introduce the subsidiary widths Γ 8 and Γ b which prove to be very useful:
For complex masses also the coefficients l 1 , l 2 (6) are complex and in eqs. (1)-(4) the l 2 's are replaced by the | l | 2 's. We will show now that real parts of the masses (10) satisfy usual mass formula; for the imaginary parts there arise the sum rules which we are just looking for.
GM-O nonet
From eqs. (1), (2) we find
| l i | 2 determines mixing angle which depends only on the masses and is not affected by the widths. It follows that y 8 is positive.
It is seen from (18) that
are positive. Introducingỹ
we can write (19) in the formỹ
Schwinger nonet
Consider eqs.
(1)-(3). Using only eqs. (1), (2) we find for real part of eq. (3)
and for imaginary partx
From eqs. (23) and (25) we find
Substituting (26) and (27) into (24) we get quadratic equation for the product x 1x2 :
is just the Schwinger mass formula. The second root,x 1x2 = − 2 9 (β − α) 2 is rejected as negative. The widths of the particles do not contribute to the mass formula.
Asx 1 ,x 2 and (b − a) are positive, it follows from (26) and (27) thatỹ 1 ,ỹ 2 and β − α have the same sign. So y 1 and y 2 lie on opposite sides of y 8 .
Multiplying (26) by (27) and using (29) we find the equatioñ
which is analogue of the Schwinger mass formula.
From (24), (25) and (27) we find (cf. (23))
It is now seen that the points (a, α), (K, κ), (x 1 , y 1 ), (x 2 , y 2 ), (x 8 , y 8 ), (b, β) lie on the straight line in the plane (m 2 , mΓ). It is also immediately seen that the points (m a , Γ a ), (m K , Γ K ) etc. lie on the straight line with the same slope in the plane (m, Γ). The slope is indefinite.
Formulae (29)-(30) may be given more familiar shape, observing that
Finally, we notice that formulae (29) and (30) can be written in the form
Ideal nonet
If we use all conditions (1)- (4), we obtain eqs. (9) for complex masses
Hence
Note that restrictions (1)- (4) give four real equations and three imaginary ones. The first two of the real equations determine | l 1 | 2 , | l 2 | 2 , the remaining two give ideal values for x 1 , x 2 . For calculating Γ 1 , Γ 2 we have three imaginary equations. However, for ideal masses the Γ 1 , Γ 2 are determined by eqs. (2), (3) and eq. (4) does not change the result.
Order rules
The masses and widths of the mesons belonging to the S nonet submit to definite rules of order. Order rules follow from sum rules. They are useful in the cases of deficient experimental data.
There are two allowed mass orders of S nonet (c. f. [4] ) implying two different ranges of mixing angle θ Sch :
where θ id = 35.26
• is ideal mixing angle. These rules follow from the mass formula (33), relation a + b = 2K and equation
To obtain the order rules for widths we combine
with eqs. (26), (27) and observe that for the nonet (37)
and for the nonet (38)x
We thus find two possible width orders for each mass order: for the rule (37) we find α < y 1 < β < y 2 or α > y 1 > β > y 2
and for the rule (38)
For GM-O nonet the only restriction on the masses (eq. (20)) follows from requirement of positivity of | l | 2 's. Therefore besides of the rules (37), (38) there are also possible inequalities a < x 1 < x 2 < b and
where the restrictions (37), (38) for K and θ GMO do not hold. In particular, equation θ GMO = θ id is possible for nonideal nonet: x 1 = a, x 2 = b. Therefore for such a nonet the value of θ GMO would not yield criterion of ideality. However we do not know such a nonet as yet.
Bird's eye view on nonet data
The Table 1 collects data on seven S nonets ordered by increasing K. To make the data more transparent the physical masses and widths quoted from PDG [3] ("mass" and "width" of the ideal state ss). We also indicate for each nonet the mixing angle Θ as well as mass and width order.
In the Ideal nonet the numbers from neighbouring columns 3 and 4 as well as 5 and 6 would be equal. As they are not, the nonets are not ideal. Instead, they are all the S nonets. That can be checked saturating the Schwinger mass sum rule with the masses lying within the bounds of experimental error. These masses define mixing angle Θ Sch . On the other hand, we can calculate Θ GMO using mean experimental values of the masses. The mixing angle Θ (we assume 0 < Θ < π 2 ) quoted in the Tab.1 is in most cases the Θ GMO one. The calculated Θ's often have big errors. In several cases we cut the errors using restriction (37) or (38). Observe, that for the orders (37) or (38) which are allowed by Schwinger mass formula, the requirements formulated for Θ Sch are also valid for Θ GMO and that these angles are not far removed from each other in vicinity of Θ id . Two known pseudoscalar multiplets are omitted in the Tab.1. The first is nonet π, K, η, η ′ which is not the S one and, besides, it has no hadronic decays (except of η ′ ). The second is multiplet (nonet?) π(1300), K(1460), η(1295), η(1440) for which we cannot establish the mass order, owing to big errors of π(1300) and K(1460) masses.
The 1 + nonets include unphysical states K A (1 ++ ) and K B (1 +− ) with unknown masses which are determined from Schwinger mass formula. This makes their mixing angles the Θ Sch ones by definition. The states K A and K B are superpositions of the physical states K 1 (1270) and K 1 (1400) and therefore the masses of K A and K B must satisfy additional condition, imposed by mixing. These three constraints prove to be very restrictive and we find that the values of K A and K B , obeying them, are contained within narrow intervals which are comparable with error ranges of K 1 (1270) and K 1 (1400) mass. Also we find that values of a 1 mass, allowed by these constraints, cover only part of the range of experimental data. For the details of the procedure see Appendix.
The values of β for the nonets 1 −− and 1 ++ , calculated from data on a and K meson widths, come down deeply into the region of negative values (Tab.1), while the sum rules predict β > y 2 . In both these nonets we ought to accept the width of a meson as a measure of unsuppressed decay (one can speak only about relative suppression). In the nonet 1 −− the value β < 0 explicitely indicates suppression of K * meson decays. In the nonet 1 ++ the scope of calculated β comprise negative values as well as positive ones. The negative values may be explained by big error of a 1 width, without appealing to suppression of K A . In that case (if K A were really unsuppressed) the a 1 width would be close to bottom limit of experimental value. Similar remarks can be made also for other multiplets. However, that and other disagreements between prediction and data are better seen from mass-width diagrams. Fig.1 shows mass- 
Degenerate octet
The ninth meson does not mix with the octet, if l In the Tab.2 are shown two 1 −− multiplets and the 4 ++ one which can be understood as degenerate octets. The degeneracy is seen from both the masses and the widths.
Summary and discussion
On the basis of the mass formulae for complex masses, derived by means of exotic commutator technique, the sum rules for total hadronic widths of the SU(3) meson multiplets are obtained. They predict linear dependence between masses and widths. The sum rules are most interesting for the S nonets (nonets satisfying Schwinger mass formula). For these nonets simple rules of mass order are valid. They imply the widths orders and decide whether the mixing angle is smaller or bigger than Θ id . In the S nonet the linear dependence holds for all particles.
The width sum rules do not predict slope k of Γ(m). Data show that k < 0 for all nonets (heavier particles have smaller widths). Although this statement looks quite certain, the detailed run of the direct line is not so definite, as the particle data are not aligned. Therefore it is obscure which particles define the direction of the line Γ(m). We assume that the only reason for disagreement is suppression of the decay (no amplified decays within the nonet). This reduces 
Figure 1: Mass-width diagrams of Schwinger nonet mesons. On the axes mass and width in GeV. k is plausible slope of the direct line predicted by sum rules. The dotted curve lines in 1 + diagrams are assigned to guide the eye along the nonet. to some extend the uncertainty of k. At such suspense it looks probable that in the most S nonets the slopes are concentrated close by the value k = −0.5. The sum rules predict existence of degenerate octets. Data on masses and widths for two 1 −− multiplets and the multiplet 4 ++ confirm this prediction. 
. We require each of the nonets to satisfy Schwinger mass formula. This formula is equation of ellipse with repect of a and K:
Parameters of the ellipse are determined by masses of the isoscalar mesons x 1 , x 2 , which fix position of the ellipse centre
and magnitude of its axes a,b being proportional to (x 2 − x 1 ). However, they do not influence the axes ratio (a/b=3.6) and orientation of the ellipse in the plane (the angle beween big axis and obscissa is 29 • ). So these quantities are the same for all S nonets.
As direct line 2K=x 1 + x 2 crosses centre of the ellipse, the mass order (37) or (38) decides whether K lies below or above its diameter.
The physical 1 + mesons K 1 (1270) and K 1 (1400) are mixed states of the K A and K B :
where Φ is mixing angle [3] . For the masses squared of these mixed states we have
We are looking for such values of K A and K B which satisfy this equation and eq. (47) for each nonet. Ellipse A The masses of the 1 ++ isoscalar mesons f 1 (1285) and f 1 (1420) have negligible errors, so the ellipse A is precisely determined. It is shown on the Fig.A.1 . We can see that a A may be assigned to the S nonet, only if
This, together with experimental limit [3] , gives
From the Fig.A. 1, in agrement with the mass order (37), we find
Ellipse B The mases of 1 +− isoscalar mesons h 1 (1190), h 1 (1380) have considerable errors which influence the parameters of the ellipse (47). The Fig.A.2 presents three ellipses corresponding to mean experimental values of x B1 , x B2 and to these two combinations of their bottom and top experimental limits which give the ellipses with minimal and maximal axes. Putting for a B its experimental value, we find two regions of solutions for K B . The lower solutions are rejected by the mass order (38) and we obtain
Observe that in spite of less accurate data on isoscalar meson masses, the evaluation of the K B is more accurate, than of the K A one. Summing (53) and (54) we find On the other hand, from data on masses of K 1 mesons we find
Comparing (56) with (54), we conclude that
and therefore
Comparing (55) with (56), we find that restrictions on K A and K B meson masses, following from the nonet assignment, are compatible with the observed mass values of K 1 mesons within the narrow interval of the sum K A +K B :
where the top limit of the sum is sum of the individual top limits of K A (53) and K B (54). Therefore it immediately folows that adjustable values of K A and K B are:
Returning to the ellipse A, we find the adjustable value of a A :
Mixing angle Φ calculated from (60), (61) and physical masses of K 1 mesons is charged with big error, exceeding difference (Φ mean − 45 • ). Therefore, for evaluating Γ A and Γ B (on the basis of the physical Γ K 's) we put Φ=45
• . The calculated widths are indicated in the Fig.1 .
